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This discussion will center on an ongoing study of the connection between childhood play in the natural world and resulting beliefs and behaviors regarding the environment. A recent New York Times Gallop Poll indicated that unstructured outdoor play, a mentor, and scouting rank as the three highest “significant life experiences that made one an environment and nature lover”. Another recent statistic revealed that 96% of the so-called Baby Boomers cited the outdoors as the most influential environment on their childhood development, whereas, one generation later only 46% responded similarly. Using a qualitative approach, nearly 200 pieces of data have been collected and analyzed pertaining to childhood play in the outdoors. Parents, early childhood educators, teachers and community members were asked to recall their childhood memories of what they did, with whom and where graphically and in narrative form. Louv (2005) and Finch (2008) discuss what researchers like Bandura have found, that there is a strong relationship between the affective, emotional learning and resulting beliefs and behaviors. In other words, what we have in our hearts will motivate us to express caring concern and we will act accordingly. Can we inspire adults to recall enjoyable time spent as a child exploring in nature and thereby get today’s children outdoors to play? This study has a larger implication in that reconnecting with their love of the natural world will spark more people to make positive, informed decisions regarding sustainability and the environment.
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